BMW Performance Center Delivery
The Ultimate Delivery Experience™
Delivery Day Itinerary:
If you elect to stay the evening before your delivery at the Greenville Marriott, you will be
treated to a breakfast buffet from 6:30 – 7:30am. The hotel will shuttle all Performance Center
Delivery guests to our facility promptly at 7:45am.
If you elect to drive to our facility on the morning of your delivery, please plan to arrive a few
minutes before 8am. We start promptly at 8am with a brief introduction in the lobby before we
start your Ultimate Delivery Experience.
The day will be split into three segments that last approximately two hours each:
•

Driving Experience
What is a BMW really capable of? Well, during this segment you will spend time behind
the wheel of a BMW that is similar to the one you purchased. You will drive a BMW on
one of our many autocrosses to experience the handling capabilities and discover why
it is called the Ultimate Driving Machine. You will also learn why BMW’s have been
known for having the best braking systems as we push the ABS brakes to their limits!
We will then showcase the advantages of our DSC system (Dynamic Stability Control)
on one of our skid pads.

•

X Drive and visiting the BMW Museum
Have you ever wondered what it feels like to be on two wheels? Now, you will get the
chance to explore our Other Roads Course in a BMW SAV. You will leave the
Performance Center amazed at their off-road capabilities! During this segment, you will
also have the chance to visit the Zentrum (BMW’s museum which is located nearby at
the BMW factory).

•

Product Overview
It would not be the Ultimate Delivery Experience if we did not teach you how every
button and knob worked in your vehicle. During this segment a BMW Product
Specialist will demonstrate and explain everything there is to know about the
operations of your new BMW, making sure you feel confident with the controls when
you leave.

Lunch will be served from 12:00 - 1:00pm at our Performance Center Café. You can expect to
be on the road in your new BMW no later than 3:00pm.
We hope you have a safe journey here, and look forward to meeting you soon.
Best regards,
The BMW Performance Center

